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Disclaimer
Please read all the contents of the manual carefully before using the product described in this
manual to ensure the safe and effective use of the product. After reading, please keep this
manual properly for future reference.

Do not disassemble the terminal or tear off the seal on the terminal by yourself, otherwise
Fujian Newland Auto-ID Tech. Co., Ltd. will not be responsible for warranty or replacement of
the terminal.

All pictures in this manual are for reference only and actual product may differ. Regarding to
the product modification and update, Fujian Newland Auto-ID Tech. Co., Ltd. reserves the right
to make changes to any software or hardware to improve reliability, function, or design at any
time without notice. The information contained herein is subject to change without prior
notice.

All information contained in this manual is protected by copyright. Fujian Newland Auto-ID
Tech. Co., Ltd. reserves all rights. Without written permission, no unit or individual may excerpt
or copy all or part of the content of this document in any form or for any reason, or bundled
and sold with other products.

The products depicted in this manual may include software copyrighted by Fujian Newland
Auto-ID Tech. Co., Ltd or third party. The user, corporation or individual, shall not duplicate, in
whole or in part, distribute, modify, decompile, disassemble, decode, reverse engineer, rent,
transfer or sublicense such software without prior written consent from the copyright holders.
This manual is copyrighted. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed or used
in any form without written permission from Newland.

Fujian Newland Auto-ID Tech. Co., Ltd. reserves the right to make final interpretation of the
statement above.
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Version History

Version Description Release Date

V1.0.0 Initial version. 2022 - 04 - 14

Note: This document is for NSet_V2.01.001 firmware version.
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Preface

Overview
This manual mainly introduces the typical usage of industrial configuration tool NSet to users.
If you have a newland industrial barcode scanner in hand, please compare the actual object
with this document, which is more conducive to your understanding of this document.
However, there are certain differences in the parameter configuration items between different
barcode scanners in newland. Therefore, referring to the content of the document, there may
also be some missing configuration items in the NSet interface in actual use, please ignore it
as appropriate.

This document is applicable to ordinary users, maintenance personnel and software
developers.

Chapter Description

Chapter 1: Getting started
Introduce the installation steps of NSet and the functions of

the main interface.

Chapter 2: Quick Setup

Introduce the steps to complete the automatic configuration

of device parameters based on the functions of auto focus,

self-learning and automatic test.

Chapter 3: Advanced Setup
Introduce the detailed configuration of newland industrial

barcode scanner.

Manual Legend

: This icon indicates something relevant to this manual.
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: This icon indicates this information requires extra attention from the reader.

: This icon indicates handy tips that can help you use or configure the scanner with

ease.

: This icon indicates practical examples that can help you to acquaint yourself with

operations.
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1 Getting started

1.1 About the NSet
NSet is a User Interface client application developed by Fujian Newland Auto-ID Tech. Co., Ltd.
That simplifies initial scanner setup and changing parameters of the scanner you use.

Its main functions include:

 Debug equipment parameters and take effect in real time, view scanned images and
barcode reading data in real time ;

 Upgrade the firmware, compare the configurations, restore to the factory default ,etc in
batch;

 Provide configuration comparison between multiple devices to analyze the performance
differences of different devices;

 Create/save/print setting barcodes to a PDF or Word file;

 Interact with the device through commands;

 Provide quick selection tools to accurately match diversified needs and maximize the
utilization of devices.

1.2 Installation guide
NSet software supports windows xp/7/8/10 operating system.

There is no need to install the driver, just double-click the NSet software installation file and
follow the step-by-step instructions to complete the installation.

It is recommended to install NSet_v2.01.001 and above software.
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1.3 NSet Home
The user interface is built up of the following main components:

 Main menu

 Device list

 Device information & General setup

1.3.1 Main menu
The main menu at the top, includes: Options and Device Setup Batch.

1.3.1.1 Option

 Local Settings

The Local Settings menu shows parameters that allow you to control how image quality/type
and where images captured by the scanner are stored. Here, you can also select the
language ( Chinese or English) of Setup Tool itself.

“Save the number of NG” is the upper limit of the image failed to decode.
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 SETTING BARCODE

Users can generate setting barcode for modified setup items, or generate setup barcode by
inputting instructions, and can print or save the setup barcodes as pdf/doc files, fill in the

setting barcode information in " ".

 CommandCenter

On the main interface, select the port where the device is located (the device needs to be set
to serial port or usb cdc or hid pos interface type), after opening the serial port, you can
interact with the device through commands. If you enter the Advanced Setup interface of the
device, click "Options" - "Command Center", and enter the corresponding instruction
commands.

If "Packed" is selected, the packet header and tail will be added according to the instruction
structure and sent; if it is removed, the original data will be sent.

Select "Data Analysis" will parse the barcode uploaded by the device to the pc according to
the packaging format selected by the user (command is: “PACKAG”, if the device supports it).
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1.3.1.2 Device Setup Batch

 Restore Factory

If you enable this option: “User confirms to restore factory default”, it will pop up the tip when
you reset the device.

Select "Operate current device" to restore the currently connected device to the factory.

Click "Start", the NSet will automatically identify the device access and start to reset the device.

It can support the simultaneous operation of multiple devices.

 Update Device XML

Click "Browse" to select the configuration file to update.

Select "Matching Device name", it will be matched according to the device name, and the
device with the same name will be updated.If it is not matched, it will fail to update the
configuration file.

Select "Operate The Currently Device" to update the configuration file of the currently
connected device.

Click "Start", the NSet will automatically identify the device access and start updating the
configuration.

It can support the simultaneous operation of multiple devices.
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 Copy Configuration

Select "Matching Device name", it will be matched according to the device name, and the
device with the same name will be updated.If it is not matched, it will fail to update the
configuration file.

Select "Operate The Currently Device", the currently connected device will be copied.

Select the device to be copied, and the subsequent connected devices will be updated based
on the parameters of the device.

Click "Start",the NSet will automatically identify the device access and start copying the
configuration.

It can support the simultaneous operation of multiple devices.

 Update Fireware

Click "Browse" to select the firmware file to be updated.

Select "Matching Device name", it will be matched according to the device name, and the
device with the same name will be updated.If it is not matched, it will fail to update the
configuration file.

Click "Start", select the device or re-connect the device to start the update.

It can support the simultaneous operation of multiple devices.

 Configuration Compare

Select the device to be compared in the device tree on the left, and click "Start" to list the
configuration differences between the devices.

Select "Show Matching Settings" will list the same configuration between devices.
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Select "Show Unmartched Settings" will list the different configurations between devices, and
marked in orange.
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1.3.2 Device list

The device list on the left side is divided into: "Device" And "Group" (see 1.4 Device Group) for

details.

The "Device" list includes: “All On-line” and “Offline Devices”.

 All On-line

NSet will automatically display all connected devices, and when a device is selected, the
system information of the device will be displayed on the right side of the home page,
including: product name, hardware version, algorithm library version, serial number, date of
manufacture, ip address and mac address and other information.

Among them, the devices connected by ethernet are unified into a list of "Network Devices",
and the rest are listed as "Online Device".

If you find that any device is not displayed in the "All On-line" Column, please click " " At the
top right to refresh and try again;
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Or click " " On the right side of the "Network Devices" Column to manually add a network
device.

 Offline Device

When the equipment is not connected, you can view the offline parameters of industrial
products, including name and offline configuration version number.
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1.3.3 General Setup
The general setup bar above the device information includes: "Quick Setup", "Advanced Setup",
"Network Setup", "Edit group", "Upgrade Firmware", etc. There are certain differences in the
setup items for different types of devices, for example:

 Quick Setup

Double-click the device in the device list or click "Quick Setup" To enter the Quick Setup
interface, and quickly complete the device configuration through tools such as autofocus and

self-learning. For details, see2 Quick Setup .

 Advanced Setup

Click "Advanced Setup" To enter the advanced setup interface. NSet reads the device
parameters and generates a detailed configuration interface. Users can customize and adjust

the device parameters. For details, see3 Advanced Setup.

 Edit Group

Click "Edit group" To enter the device group editing interface. For details, see 1.4 Device

Group.

 Network Setup

Click "Network setup" To enter the network setup window, choose to set a fixed ip or dhcp
(automatically obtain an ip).

The default configuration of ethernet ip is as follows:

Ip address: 192.168.1.100
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Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

Gateway address: 192.168.1.1

 Upgrade Firmware

Before upgrading the firmware version, please download the firmware to the local.

Usb cdc recommended

Click "Upgrade Firmware" to enter the Upgrade Firmware configuration window;

Click "Browse" To select the firmware file to be upgraded;

Click "Update" To update according to the selected firmware file.

During the upgrade process, please ensure that the device is online in real time.
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1.4 Device Group
Devices connected through ethernet can create device groups to meet the multi-device
combination barcode scanning in complex scenarios such as multiple fields of view, large
fields of view, and multiple depths of field.

"Device Group" Is only applicable to NVF and Soldier series products configured with ethernet
interface.

Click "Group" At the top of the device list, switch to the device group list, and click " " On the
right; or click "Edit Group" In the “General setup”; enter the device group editing interface.

Click "New group", the group setup are as follows:
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 Group Name : Customize the group name.

 Networking Device : Select and add devices that need to be grouped.

 Master Device: Select a master for the group.

 Edit Properties : Select the barcode reading mode for the group. After the new group is
completed, the group attribute can also be modified on the main device.

 SynchronousMode : Multiple devices synchronously trigger barcode scanning at the
same time. When the number of scanned barcodes is satisfied, the barcodes will be
aggregated to the host for output; it is suitable for the situation where the vision of a
single device is not enough and multiple devices are needed to expand the vision.

 Device Barcode Priority Mode : The master-slave machine in the group will send
the barcode to the host machine only after meeting the number of multiple
barcodes of the machine. The host machine will output all the barcodes in the
group only after meeting the number of multiple barcodes of the machine—— It is
applicable to the situation that there are strict requirements on which stand the
barcode appears.

 Networking Barcode Priority Mode : After the slave machine decodes, it will be
sent to the host immediately. After the host summarizes all the barcodes, as long
as the number of networking barcodes meets the "networking barcode maximum
value", or reaches the "networking timeout time" and the number of networking
barcodes is greater than or equal to the "networking barcode minimum value", the
barcode will be outputed, otherwise ng will be outputed.

 The difference between the two is that the “device barcode priority mode” will
first determine whether the number of barcodes of the machine is satisfied, which
is suitable for customers who have requirements for the number of barcodes
scanned by each device in the group. The “network barcode priority mode”
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pursues speed, and can directly output without judging whether the number is
satisfied.

 Direct transmissionmode : The host directly outputs the barcode of the slave without
any restrictions; it is suitable for multiple production lines installed with multiple
barcode scanners. All triggers within the network will not affect other devices.

Click “OK” to complete the grouping.

Click the group name, and the setup items on the right include: "Delete", "Rename", "Add
Device".

Click the specific device in each group, and the setup items on the right include: "Set as the
main device", Delete, "Move down" And "Move up", among which the main device also has the
"Edit (group) Properties".

The icon of the main device is marked with a " ⚙ " In the lower right corner of the icon.

Click a specific device in the "Ungrouped Device" list, and click ">" on the right to add the device
to the specified group.
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Click "Save to Device" to save the group setup.
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1.5 NSet Image Tool

Double-click the specific device in the device list on the home page, or click "Quick Setup",
"Advanced Setup", when the interface is usb cdc or ethernet interface, you can view the
real-time image read by the device through NSet, the tool at the top of the imaging window
columns include:

 : Scroll to the previous page in the image thumbnail list.

 : Scrolls to the next page in the image thumbnail list.

 : Zoom in on the current image.

 : Zoom out the current image.

 : Restore the image size.

 : Set parameters such as image resolution and format.
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 : Crop the size of the imaging area and select it directly.

 : To select multiple barcode reading areas in the imaging area, you need to select
"Multi-area decoding" In "Advanced Setup->Scanning Option->Decode Central Area".

 : Save the image locally.

 : Automatically save the image to the local.

 : Start/stop playback of live images.

 : Click to trigger device reading barcode.
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Right-click in the imaging area,

Whole Area Decoding Multiple ROI Decoding:

 Load Image/Path: Load a local image or image catalog into the imaging window.

 Image barcode display information: The barcode reading information in the custom

image, as shown in the above picture .

 Add Multiple Regions: Fill in the number of horizontal and vertical, and quickly add multiple
reading areas.
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 Start Sorting Regions numbers: After clicking "Start Sorting Regions Numbers", click each
area in the specified order to sort each area. For example: Click each area in the order of

the original number " → → → → → → → → " , that is, the sorting
changes are as follows:

 Full Screen: Displays the image in full screen.
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2 Quick setup

2.1 Quick Setup
"Quick Setup" is based on auto-focus and self-learning functions, help users to quickly
complete the automatic configuration of device parameters.

①. There is no "Quick Setup" for handheld scanner.

②. Different products of NVF and Soldier series have configuration differences, and not all of
the following operation items are included.

③. Before each step of operation, click "▼" on the right to modify the corresponding
configuration parameters according to the actual situation, otherwise the default parameters
are used.

The basic operation steps are as follows:

1. Click [Start Monitor] to activate the device to read barcodes and acquire images; click
again to stop reading barcodes.
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2. Click [Autofocus] to start auto focus.

Click "▼" On the right side to set the focus form:

 Focus Auto: The scanner automatically determines the position of the scanned object
according to environmental factors, and then completes the focus.

 Focus point: The mouse turns into a cross cursor, select or click anywhere in the image
to focus on that position .

3. Click [Start Learning] to start self-learning, click again to stop learning.

Click "▼" On the right side to set the learning parameters:

 Select barcode form: Select dynamic/static according to whether the barcode moves.

 Code type: Select the barcode type of the equipment learning object according to the
actual situation.

 Brightness Optimization: According to the actual situation, choose to automatically
optimize the brightness during the self-learning process, or manually adjust the
exposure time and gain.

 Illumination: Choose whether to turn on the internal lighting during the self-learning
process according to the actual situation.

 Pretreatment: Choose whether to enable image preprocessing during the
self-learning process according to the actual situation.
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 Select Respository/Save the exposure gain group: Select the self-learning result to
apply to either "Configuration Library (including "Current Configuration")" or "Exposure
gain group".

①. "Current Configuration" includes all the parameters of the device, namely "Advanced Setup",
and the device will use the current configuration first by default.

②. "Configuration Library" is a combination of parameters to adapt to complex scenes. As an
auxiliary function, it is disabled by default. It only includes some important configuration items
that are currently configured, such as: barcode system, exposure time, gain, focus parameters
and preprocessing and many more.

③. Currently, only Soldier300 supports the "Configuration Library" Function . After successful
self-learning, the results can be viewed in the "Configuration Library" menu page at the
bottom of the interface, and the modified items will be highlighted.

④. "Exposure gain group" is similar to the simplified Configuration Library, suitable for NVF230
and Soldier100/160/180 and other products, corresponding to "Advanced Setup -> Scaning

Options -> Scanning Preferencess -> Wide Adaptation mode", see3.1.1 Scanning Mode

Modifiers for detail.

4. Click [Start Testing] to start the test, click again to stop the test.

Click "▼" On the right side to set the test parameters:

 Select Library: This option automatically corresponds to the Configuration Library
selected in self-learning, and the support can be changed manually. The drop-down
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options include: Current configuration, individual configuration repositories, and
polling configuration repositories (excluding current configuration).

 Trigger Interval: Set the time interval for automatically triggering the device to read
the barcode.

 Automatic Trigger: If selected, the trigger interval time setting will be ignored, and the
barcode will be read quickly and continuously.

 Failed To Save Image: Select it to automatically save the image that fails to read the

barcode to the local path, that is , the image path set in 1.3.1.1 Option - Local

Settings .

2.2 Result & Scanning Performance
The barcode reading status is displayed in the "Result" menu page at the bottom of the
interface in real time, including: used configuration library, reading results, barcode content,
barcode system, reading rate, decoding time, barcode quality and other information.

"Scanning Performance" includes: overall test success rate, average decoding time, and a line
graph of decoding success rate and decoding time.

The following "Learning" and "Configuration Library" menu pages belong to different
manifestations of different devices.

At present, only Soldier300 supports the "Configuration Library" Function . After successful
self-learning, the results can be viewed in the "Configuration Library" Menu page at the bottom
of the interface, and the modified items will be highlighted; other devices are the "Learning
results" Menu here page.
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2.3 Learning
After successful self-learning, the automatically configured parameter items are listed.

2.4 Configuration Library
"Configuration Library" provides multiple sets of specific exposure, gain and focus parameters
for different types of barcodes on the business line and complex scenarios that need to switch
between different parameter combinations. The barcode scanner can poll the set parameter
combinations until decoding is successful.

Click " " on the right side of "Configuration Library" to enter the Configuration Library editing
interface, and edit various parameters in each Configuration Library.
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 Enabled: that is to open this Configuration Library, when using the Configuration Library to
read barcodes, all enabled libraries can be polled in turn.

After the Configuration Library is enabled, the device uses the configuration in the
Configuration Library by default, that is, the corresponding configuration items in "Advanced
Setup" will be invalid.

 Number of group retries: the number of re-reads allowed when the current Configuration
Library is used to read the barcode unsuccessfully. If the barcode is not recognized after
the number of times, it will poll to the next Configuration Library to read the barcode.
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3 Advanced Setup
Advanced Setup include:

 3.1 Scaning Options

 3.2 Interfaces Settings

 3.3 Image Settings

 3.4 Symbologies

 3.5 Input And Output

 3.6 Data Formatter
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3.1 Scaning Options

3.1.1 Scanning Mode Modifiers

Different devices support different scanning modes.

3.1.1.1 Level Trigger Mode

Press and hold the trigger key to start reading the barcode; after reading the barcode
successfully or releasing the trigger key, the barcode reading ends.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences
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 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.2 Trigger Mode

Press and hold the trigger key to start reading the barcode, release the key or the barcode
reading is successful or a barcode reading timed out, the barcode reading is ended.

 One Reading Timeout

The length of time that the scanner is in the reading state. When set to 0, the scanner will
always be in the reading state, the default is 3000 milliseconds.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.
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 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.3 Sence Mode

Turn on the machine and enter the barcode reading state, and stop reading the barcode until
the barcode reading is successful or the time set by a barcode reading timeout is reached.
When a new barcode is presented, it will re-enter the barcode reading state. In this mode, the
reread delay can be used to prevent the same barcode from being read multiple times.
Sensitivity can change the sensitivity of the sensing mode to the image.

 Image Stabilization Timeout

In the sence mode, when the barcode scanner stops reading the barcode, it will enter a
process of re adapting to the changes of the reading environment (image). After the image is
stable and timeout, it will enter the sensing state and wait for the barcode to appear. By
modifying the image stabilization timeout, you can adjust the time to adapt to the
environment. The setting range is 1 to 3000 milliseconds, and the default is 200 milliseconds.

 Sensitivity

Sensitivity specifies the response of the barcode scanner to changes in the scanned image in
the sensing mode. This setting is only valid for sensing mode of reading mode. The value
range of user-defined sensitivity is 1 to 20. The default is 1.

 One Reading Timeout

The length of time that the scanner is in the reading state. When set to 0, the scanner will
always be in the reading state, the default is 3000 milliseconds.
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 Reading Interval

It can be set in continuous mode. When the barcode scanner successfully reads the barcode,
it can stop reading the barcode for a period of time according to the setting of the reading
interval, and then start the barcode reading.

 Reread Delay

The barcode scanner reads the scanned object according to the set time interval, and the
same barcode will not be read repeatedly during the time interval.

 Good Read Delay Time

The length of time to pause the barcode reading after successful barcode reading, the default
is 500 milliseconds.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Induction Trigger Condition

 Image change trigger : trigger barcode reading through real-time image changes.

 Infrared Proximity Trigger : barcode reading is triggered by changes in infrared
reflection.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.
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 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.4 Smart Stand Mode

This configuration item belongs to the exclusive mode of some handheld barcode scanner.
After the smart rack mode is turned on, when the barcode scanner is placed on the smart rack,
the barcode scanner can automatically switch to the inductive barcode reading mode; When
the barcode scanner leaves the smart rack, the barcode scanner will return to the original set
barcode reading mode.

3.1.1.5 Continuous Reading Mode

It has been in the state of reading barcode after power on, press and release the button to
toggle the scanner between reading and stopping. In this mode, the reread delay can be used
to prevent the same barcode from being read multiple times.

 Reading interval

When the barcode scanner succeeds in reading the barcode, you can stop the barcode
reading for a period of time according to the setting of the reading interval, and then start the
barcode reading.

 Reread Delay

The barcode scanner reads the scanned object according to the set time interval, and the
same barcode will not be read repeatedly during the time interval.

 Good Read Delay Time
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The length of time to pause the barcode reading after successful barcode reading, the default
is 500 milliseconds.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.6 Pulse Mode

When the barcode scanner is started successfully, or the barcode scanner stops when the key
is pressed once. In this mode, a code reading timeout is timed from the release of the key.

 Pulse delay start time

After the trigger signal is valid, it will enter the reading state after a delay for a period of time,
the default is 0 milliseconds.
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 One Reading Timeout

The length of time that the scanner is in the reading state. When set to 0, the scanner will
always be in the reading state, the default is 3000 milliseconds.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.7 Aiming Mode

When the user holds the barcode scanner, the barcode scanner will turn on the aiming light
before the user releases the button, indicating the current aiming position of the barcode
scanner. When the user releases the button, the scanner will return to the "aiming light" mode
to control the light on or off. The mode will be exited when a barcode reading timeout expires
or decoding is successful.

 One Reading Timeout
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The length of time that the scanner is in the reading state. When set to 0, the scanner will
always be in the reading state, the default is 3000 milliseconds.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.8 Batch barcode reading Mode

When the button is pressed, the scanner starts to read the barcode, and does not stop reading
the barcode until the button is released. When the key is pressed and the barcode is
successfully read, there will be a prompt tone and the barcode information will be output. As
long as the key is not released, the scanner will continue to read the barcode. The same
barcode is only allowed to be read and output once while the key is pressed.

 Decoding Timeout
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Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.1.1.9 Burst Mode

This configuration item belongs to the exclusive mode of the fixed barcode scanner. The
reading is started by pressing a button or an external trigger signal. After starting, the image is
decoded while the image is acquired. After the maximum buffer is 32 images, the image is
stopped. At this time, only decoding is performed, and the exit condition is that the decoding is
successful. , or finish 32 cached pictures, or press the button again to start reading. Conditions
for entering the reading state: button press or external trigger signal. Conditions for exiting the
reading state: decoding is successful or reading barcode times out, or 32 cached pictures are
decoded. After exiting the reading state: wait for a key press or external trigger input. The burst
mode is applied to the fast moving usage scenario of a single barcode. According to the
moving speed of the scene, the length of the barcode, the interval time, etc., it can be set in a
targeted manner and get the optimal setting.

 Burst Mode Trigger Delay Time
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After the trigger signal is valid, it will enter the reading state after a delay for a period of time,
the default is 0 milliseconds.

 Burst Mode Length

This parameter reflects the barcode moving speed, the default is 32, and the calculation
formula is:

Burst Mode Length = Scanning Range (mm) / Barcode Movement Speed (mm/s) * 1000 / 20

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 Normal : The default configuration of the barcode scanner.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.

 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.
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3.1.2 Decode Central Area
 Whole Area Decoding

Select the entire area of the captured image (the whole image) for decoding.

 Multiple ROI Decoding

The Multiple ROI Decoding function can be used when only one or more barcodes are read
when the barcode environment is complex, or when multiple barcodes are in the same field of
view. Each frame selection area must completely cover the range that needs to be decoded,
and it can be decoded; with the multi-code setup, the multi-code can be accurately read.

Select "Multiple ROI Decoding", the mouse will turn into a cross cursor, and you can directly
select the specified range in the imaging area.

Right-click in the imaging area,
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 Addmultiple regions

Fill in the number of horizontal/vertical areas to quickly add multiple reading areas.

 Start Sorting Regions Numbers

After clicking "Start Sorting Regions Numbers", click the areas in the specified order , that is,
the areas are sorted according to the click order. For example: Click each area in the order

of the original number " → → → → → → → → " , that is, the sorting
changes are as follows:

Right-click again, and click "Stop sorting Regions Numbers" To exit sorting.

3.1.3 Not Good Read
The barcode reading unsuccessful message supports 1 to 7 characters, the value range of the
character is 0 to 0xff, and the default is ng.
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3.2 Interfaces Settings

3.2.1 Interface
Select the correct interface type according to the communication interface of the host
computer on site.

 RS-232

When the barcode scanner and the host are connected by a serial cable, both parties need to
set the same communication parameters to ensure the normal communication. The
parameters to be set include the communication baud rate (ie transmission rate), check
character, stop bit, data bit.

 HID keyboard

When the usb data cable is connected, the barcode scanner can be set to the hid keyboard
input mode. In this mode, the barcode scanner will become a virtual keyboard, and the data
receiving host will accept the input of this virtual keyboard just like the real keyboard input.
After the barcode scanner decodes and obtains the data, the sending process is to hit each
key corresponding to the data in the virtual keyboard.

This mode does not support displaying live images.
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 Ps/2 interface

It is necessary to use our customized ps/2 data cable to communicate normally, and the
communication speed is slow.

 HID POS

This method is based on the hid interface and does not require a custom driver. It can send 56
characters in a single usb message, and the data transmission speed is much faster than the
analog keyboard interface and the traditional rs-232 interface.

 USB CDC COMPort

When using a usb connection, and at the same time want the host side to use serial port to
receive data, the usb virtual serial port method should be used. From the perspective of the
host-side system interface, the barcode scanner is equivalent to connecting with the host
through the serial port.

This mode is generally used for debugging.

 Ethernet

NVH300/NVF230+CE100/Soldier100/160/180/300 and other barcode scanners can support
ethernet interface, and users can communicate with the host computer through the ethernet
interface.

3.2.2 Rs-232 Settings
When the barcode scanner and the host are connected by a serial cable, both parties need to
set the same communication parameters to ensure the normal communication, including:
Baud rate (ie transmission rate), check character, stop bit and data bit.

 Baud Rate

The baud rate is the number of bits transmitted per second in serial data communication. The
baud rate used by the barcode scanner and the data receiving host must be consistent to
ensure the accuracy of data transmission.

 RS-232 Check

The barcode scanner can choose different parity check character types in the process of
using the serial port transmission, but it must be consistent with the parity check character
type of the host.
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Select odd check: If the number of "1" In the transmitted data is odd, the check character is 0.

Select even check: If the number of "1" In the transmitted data is even, the check character is 0.

Select no check: No parity characters are sent.

 RS-232 Stop Bits

The stop bit is located at the last part of each byte transmitted, and is used to mark the
completion of the transmission of this byte to start receiving the next byte of data.

1 stop bit is set by default. If you need to stop for a long time, you can set 2 stop bits.

 RS-232 Data Bits

You can choose to transmit 7 or 8 bits of data, please make sure that the data bits of the
barcode scanner are consistent with those of the data receiving host.

3.2.3 Keyboard Modifiers
Using USB connection, the scanner can be set to hid keyboard input mode. In this mode, the
barcode scanner will become a virtual keyboard, and the data receiving host will accept the
input of this virtual keyboard just like the real keyboard input. After the barcode scanner
decodes and obtains the data, the sending process is to hit each key corresponding to the
data in the virtual keyboard.

If the input box of the host can accept keyboard input, the barcode scanner can directly input
the decoded data into the input box of the host without any other auxiliary programs using
this communication method.

 Keyboard Country

The keyboard keys and symbols corresponding to different national languages are not the
same. Therefore, the barcode scanner can be virtualized into keyboard systems of different
countries as required, and the default is the keyboard of the us standard.

 Beep on Unknown Character

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function is enabled, this function is invalid.

Due to differences in national keyboard layouts, some characters contained in barcode data
may not be available on the selected keyboard. For this, the scanner will skip this unknown
character and continue processing the next character. It is recommended to turn on the beep
on unknown character”.
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 Emulate ALT +Keypad

When "Emulate ALT +Keypad" Is enabled, the characters will be sent through the numeric
keypad, ignoring the national keyboard layout setup. This mode also needs to set Output
Unicode and Code Page. Output Unicode controls whether the encoding method of input to
the host is Unicode or Code Page, and Code Page determines the target language.

This method of sending ensures that any character can be transmitted smoothly, but is slower
because of the large number of keystrokes that need to be simulated for each character
transmitted.

Assuming that the current Code Page selection of the barcode scanner is Code Page 1252
(latin, western europe), the barcode scanner can read the barcode with the content "Aðf" (the
decimal value in Code Page 1252 is 65/208/70).

If the Emulate ALT +Keypad is set to "On" And the Output Unicode is set to "Off", the scanner
emulates the keyboard operation as follows:

Input "A" - press the alt key, simultaneously press the numeric keypad keys 0, 6, 5 in sequence,
and release the alt key;

Enter "Ð" - press the alt key, simultaneously press the numeric keypad keys 2, 0, 8 in sequence,
and release the alt key;

Enter "F" - press the alt key, simultaneously press the numeric keypad keys 0, 7, 0 in sequence,
and release the alt key.

 Control Characters Output

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function has been enabled, this function is invalid.

The ascii characters between 0x00~0x1f can be escaped into a certain control function key. For
the corresponding relationship between the specific ascii value and the control function key,

please refer to Appendix4.1 Control character correspondence table and appendix4.2
Control character correspondence table (continued) . Default is off.
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When other hid keyboard related setup of the barcode scanner are set to the default values,
when this setup is set to control character output "Control + ascii mode", the reading data is
"A<ht>f (ht is an invisible character, which is not displayed on the terminal). Software)” (the
hexadecimal value is 0x41/0x09/0x46), the virtual keyboard operation of the barcode scanner
is as follows:

Input "A" - press button a;

Enter "Ctrl i" - since the data of 0x09 corresponds to the control function key "I", the virtual
keyboard will hold down ctrl, then press the i key, and then release the ctrl key and the i key at
the same time;

Enter "F" - press key f.

Since "Ctrl i" Corresponds to the function of converting characters to italics in some word
processing software, you may see the normal character "A" And the italic "F" After completing
the above operation.

 Inter-Keystroke Delay

This parameter specifies the delay between simulated keypresses. Default is no delay.

Long delay: 40ms;

Short delay: 20ms.

 Caps Lock

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" Or "Case conversion" function is enabled, this function is invalid.

When on, uppercase and lowercase characters contained in barcode data can be reversed.
This inversion occurs regardless of the state of the caps lock key on the host keyboard. Default
is off.

After this function is turned on, the barcode scanner reads the barcode with the data "Abc",
and the host will get "Abc".

 Convert Case

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function has been enabled, this function is invalid.

Convert All to Upper Case : Convert all to uppercase letters regardless of whether the letters in
the barcode data are uppercase or lowercase.
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Convert All to Lower Case : No matter whether the letters in the barcode data are uppercase or
lowercase, all the letters are converted to lowercase letters.

 Numeric Character Use Numeric Keypad

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function has been enabled, this function is invalid.

If this function is not enabled, all outputs will be output according to the corresponding key
value of the main keyboard.

After this function is enabled, if the barcode data read by the barcode scanner contains
numbers "0~9", the virtual keyboard will output the key value corresponding to the numeric
keypad.

The num lock in the upper left corner of the numeric keypad controls whether its key value is a
number or a function key. The virtual keyboard does not control the num lock state
independently, but is consistent with the num lock state of the actual keyboard of the host
computer. Therefore, if the actual keyboard of the host computer turns off num lock (the num
lock light is off), after the virtual numeric keypad of the barcode scanner, the output is function
keys instead of numbers. Therefore, be sure to confirm the num lock status of the host before
using this function.

 '+', '-', '*', '/' Use Numeric Keypad

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function has been enabled, this function is invalid.

That is, '+', '-', '*', '/' on the numeric keypad.

 USB Polling Rate

The lower the value of the keyboard polling speed setup, the faster the scanner can send
characters to the host. If the host discards characters, it is recommended to increase the
polling speed setup .

 Output Unicode

Different application software also has requirements for the received character encoding. For
example, ms office's word uses unicode encoding, and unicode output needs to be set to "On";
while ms office's excel or notepad uses code page encoding, you need to set the unicode
output to "On". Set unicodes output to "Off".

The "Unicode output" Function only takes effect when the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" Function is
turned on. Default is off.
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 Code Page

If the "Emulate ALT +Keypad" function has been enabled, this function is invalid.

the barcode page defines the mapping of character codes to characters,default is code page
1252 (latin, western european).

3.2.4 Output channel Settings
A total of six barcode output channels: RS-232, USB, TCP Client, TCP Server, UDP, Modbus TCP
Client.

Among them, the factory cables of NVF and Soldier series products include usb, serial port and
ethernet. Therefore, such devices can connect to multiple interface types at the same time to
output scanning results, or select multiple output channels at the same time.

 USB

There are three types of usb output channels: USB HID Keyboard Output, HID POS barcode
Output and USB CDC COM Output. Choose a usb output method to output barcodes
according to actual needs.

If a certain usb interface type has been selected in the interface type, only the corresponding
interface type can be selected in the usb output channel to output barcode data, and other
usb interface types will not be able to output barcode data (only for the interface type
selected usb type case).

For example, if USB CDC COM port is selected as the Interface type, but USB HID Keyboard
Output is selected in the usb output channel, the barcode data cannot be output.

 TCP Client

The remote ip address is the ip address of the host computer tcp server used to receive
barcode data, and the remote port number is the port number monitored by the host
computer tcp server.
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 TCP Server

The tcp server is provided to the host computer to connect to the tcp client and receive
barcode data. The ip address of the tcp server is the ip address of the device. If it needs to be
changed, it needs to be modified on the "Home: Device" Page. The port number of the tcp
server is the port number monitored by the tcp server.

 UDP

The UDP remote IP address is the IP address of the host computer UDP server used to receive
barcode data, and the remote port number is the port number monitored by the host
computer UDP server.

 Modbus Output Channel

To enable the modbus tcp client, you need to configure options such as the ip address of the
tcp server, the port number of the tcp server, the id of the client remote unit, the number of
write holding registers, the starting position of the write holding registers, and the retry interval.
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3.3 Image Setting

3.3.1 Exposure Settings
NSet can adjust the exposure time according to the scanned object. When the exposure time
is set too short, the scanning object that moves faster can be read, but the field of view
becomes dark due to insufficient exposure, which will make decoding difficult; and when the
exposure time is too long, the captured barcode image will be smearing and blurring. Please
adjust the exposure time value appropriately according to the production line speed.

If the on-site light source and illumination are unstable, the exposure and gain parameter
values can be set to an interval, and the scanner will adjust within this interval every time the
barcode is scanned (but it will affect the decoding performance).

3.3.2 Image Luminance
Image luminance is the key parameter of scanner configuration, and proper image gray value
will ensure successful decoding. Using a live image or acquiring an image will help you adjust
the image luminance value. For test, you can directly adjust the image luminance in order to
simplify the setup. (it is not recommended to set image luminance in mobile scanning)

3.3.3 Illumination Settings
Adjust the position and brightness of lights and indicators.
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3.3.4 Image Preprocessing
During the reading process of the device, the quality of the image directly affects the
decoding accuracy of the recognition algorithm, thereby affecting the decoding speed and
bit error rate. Therefore, in order to further improve the speed and reliability of decoding, it is
necessary to effectively preprocess the image. Common barcode problems include: Noise in
the barcode area, low-contrast code, and barcode printing diffusion.

Currently, the preprocessing that most devices can support are:

 Gaussian filter

 Mean filter

 Contrast stretch

 Image enhancement

 Histogram equalization

 Light equalization

 Corrosion

 Swell

 Median filter

According to the requirements, click "Add" And then select the required preprocessing function
and preprocessing intensity. Multiple preprocessing modes can be added at the same time,
and they will be superimposed and sorted in order from top to bottom.
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3.3.5 Image Preprocessing Example

Type
Barcode
features

Before
processing

After processing Illustrate

Contrast
stretch

Low contrast
and no noise

Useful for low contrast
and no bright spots in
the image.

Histogram
equalizati

on

Low contrast +
lots of noise

Useful when contrast is
low and there are
bright spots in the
image.

Corrosion
Black print
spread

After corrosion
treatment, the white
blocks in the barcode
become wider, and the
black blocks are
eroded and narrowed.

Swell
White print
spread

Contrary to erosion,
after the expansion
process, the white
block part in the
barcode is narrowed,
and the black block is
expanded and
widened.

Gaussian
blur

Code area is
noisy

The legend is a
simulated qr barcode
with 10% salt and
pepper noise. The
gaussian filter is softer
than the mean filter,
and the edge is better
preserved.
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Denoising preferred.

Mean filter
Code area is

noisy

The denoising effect is
weak, and the
advantage is that it is
fast and can be used
when the noise is not
serious.

Median
filter

Code area is
noisy

Median filtering is slow
and very effective at
smoothing out impulse
noise, while protecting
sharp edges in the
image, and is used in
very noisy situations.

3.3.6 Image Save
Save the image to the device RAM; or the specify ftp server, you need to fill in the ftp address,
port number, user name and password.
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3.4 Symbologies

3.4.1 Global Settings
 Global Fast Decoding Improvement

Priority is given to detecting suspected code areas in images to improve the decoding speed
of high-quality barcode.

For barcodes with a clean background such as paper, it is recommended to turn this switch on,
which can quickly improve the decoding speed.

Oversize: A size that occupies more than half of a single page;

Very small barcode: Code with only a dozen pixels;

Barodes with very low contrast: The barcode outline cannot be distinguished;

"Global fast decoding boost" Needs to be turned off, otherwise the decoding performance will
be affected.

 Image Luminance Adaptation 1
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When it is found that the contrast of the captured image is low, you can try to lower this
parameter to improve the decoding experience. However, the decoding speed becomes
slower, and the interference by image noise is great. When this parameter is increased, the
barcode with low contrast is not easy to decode, but the anti-noise performance is good and
the decoding speed is fast. The value range of this parameter is 1 to 100, and the default is 15.

 Image Luminance Adaptation 2

When it is found that the captured image is too dark or too bright, you can try to lower or
increase this parameter to improve the decoding experience. Reduce this parameter to adapt
to low-brightness barcodes, but the decoding speed will be slower, and the interference by
image noise will be great. When this parameter is increased, it is difficult to decode barcodes
with low brightness, but the anti-noise performance is good and the decoding speed
becomes faster. The value range of this parameter is 1 to 100, and the default is 10.

 Image barcode quality output

Set whether to include the quality evaluation of the acquired image in the output information.

 1D decoding complexity

Set the decoding complexity according to the 1d barcode situation.

 Low: For high-quality barcodes such as no contamination, no wrinkles;

 Medium: Barcodes with average quality such as certain stains and wrinkles;

 High: The barcode printing quality is poor and the decoding difficulty is high.

3.4.2 1D/2D Barcode Selection
Select the barcode system to be read, and set barcode parameters for various barcodes.

3.4.3 Multi-barcode Settings
 Minimumandmaximum Total Number of Decoded

Set the minimum value of the total number of decoding ≥ 2 to output multiple barcodes once.

The output decoding quantity is randomly output according to the minimum to maximum
quantity (but the lower limit quantity is according to the minimum setup value. For example,
the minimum setup is 2, the maximum setup is 6, and one decoding can output 2-6 random
barcodes, but at least 2 will be output).

 Code CanMakeMore
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If all barcodes do not appear in the field of view of a barcode scanner, but all barcodes belong
to a whole, when the item comes from the assembly line, the sensor will only be triggered once,
that is, the multi-map enablement is turned on, so that all barcode unified output.

 Single Graph Filters Data of The Same code

Filter data for the same barcode in the same image.

 Multi-barcodes Output

 Random SequenceOutput

Output barcode information in random order.

 Fixed SequenceOutput Mode

Customize the sorting and output barcode information according to the characteristics of
symbology type, vertical direction, horizontal direction, etc., and adjust the output priority
by moving up/down.

Click “=> / <=” To add/remove symbology types and adjust output priority by moving
up/down.
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 Screening Sequence Output

 Partialmatching pattern : When the barcodes cannot all match the sorting rules,
the barcodes that match the rules will be output first, and the barcodes that do
not match the rules will also be output, but output as low priority.

 Exactmatching pattern : Only the barcodes completely match the rules can they
be output, and the redundant barcodes will not be output. When the actual
number of decoding is less than the number of rules, the output will also fail. When
the actual number of decoding is greater than the number of rules, only the
number of barcodes with the number of rules will be output.

Support matching and filtering by barcode type, barcode length and the first
character of barcode data, and output according to ID order.

Add up to 10 rules.

 Multi-barcodes Separator Settings

Customize the separator between multiple barcodes.

Set the barcode separator to "--", the output result is:

A01--b0002--c03--d001--e001--2112345678917.
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3.5 Input And Output

3.5.1 Input
 Trigger signal polarity

Fixed barcode scanners can choose the signal polarity when triggering: High level trigger, low
level trigger, rising edge trigger, falling edge trigger.

It is high when the key is pressed, and low when the key is released.

 Trigger instruction

When the reading mode of the fixed barcode scanner is set to the pulse mode, the barcode
reading can be triggered by the "start scanning" command of the serial communication
command. The barcode scanner reads successfully or reaches a barcode reading timeout or
after receiving the "stop scanning" command, ends the barcode reads.

 Edit Start Scanning Instruction

The start barcode reading command can simulate a key press. The command supports 1
to 10 characters. The value range of characters is 1 to 0xff. The first character cannot be ' ? '
(which is 0x3f). The default command is: <soh>t<eot>.

 Edit Stop Scanning Instruction

javascript:void(0);
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The stop reading command can simulate the release of the key. The command supports 1
to 10 characters. The value range of the characters is 1 to 0xff. The first character cannot be
' ? ' (which is 0x3f). The default command is: <soh>p<eot>.

3.5.2 IO Control Output
Soldier series products are equipped with I/O boxes or loose wires. Please refer to the I/O
wiring manual of the corresponding product to connect the product and indicator lights.

Code reading success indication signal: Corresponding to O1+/O1- pins;

Indication signal of unsuccessful barcode reading: Corresponding to O2+/O2- pins;

Support custom setting output signal lamp, which lights up at high level or low level.

3.5.2.1 Pre-Aiming Mode

When the user holds the barcode scanner, the barcode scanner will turn on the aiming light
before the user presses the button, indicating the current aiming position of the barcode
scanner. After pressing the button, the barcode scanner starts to read the barcode, the aiming
light turns on or off according to the configuration of the "Aiming Light" mode, and stops
reading the barcode when the key is released or the barcode is successfully read. When the
user puts the scanner down for 3 seconds, the aiming light turns off.

 Decoding Timeout

Defines the maximum duration that the barcode scanner will attempt to read and parse the
scanned object, after which stop this decoding.

If it is difficult to decode, you can check whether the parameter is set too small.

 Scanning Preferences

 " Normal : That is, the scanner is configured by default.

 Wide Adaptationmode : Multiple sets of specific exposure and gain values can be set,
and the barcode scanner will poll the set exposure combination until decoding is
successful.
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 Highmotion tolerance : suitable for 2m/s high-speed movement/jitter scanning
scenarios.

 Screen readingmode : suitable for reading barcodes on the screen of electronic
devices.

3.5.3 Output
Set the boot tone and decoding success tone of the barcode scanner.

3.5.4 Device Group Configuration

That is group properties, see 1.4 Device Group for details.

 Synchronousmode : Multiple devices synchronously trigger barcode scanning at the
same time. When the number of scanned barcodes is satisfied, the barcode will be
aggregated to the host for output; it is suitable for the situation where the vision of a single
device is not enough and multiple devices are needed to expand the vision.

 Device barcode prioritymode : The master and slave in the group, only after the
number of multi-codes of the machine is satisfied, the slave will send the barcode to
the host, and the host will only group the group after the number of multi-codes of the
machine is satisfied all barcodes inside are output. ——applicable to the situation
where there are strict requirements on which camera position the barcode appears.

 Networking barcode prioritymode : After the slave machine decodes, it will
immediately send it to the host. After the host summarizes all barcodes, as long as the
number of barcodes in the networking meets the "Maximum value of networking
barcodes", or reaches the "Networking timeout time" and the number of networking
barcodes is greater than or equal to "Network barcode minimum value", the barcode
will be returned, otherwise, ng will be returned.

 The difference between the two is that the “device barcode priority mode” will first
determine whether the number of barcodes of the machine is satisfied, which is
suitable for customers who have requirements for the number of barcodes scanned
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by each device in the group. The “network barcode priority mode” pursues speed, and
can directly output without judging whether the number is satisfied.

 Direct transmissionmode : The host directly outputs the barcode of the slave without any
restrictions; it is suitable for multiple production lines installed with multiple barcode
scanners. All triggers within the network will not affect other devices.
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3.6 Data Editings

After the barcode scanner decodes successfully, it obtains a string of data, which can be
numbers, english, symbols, etc., and can also be chinese characters for QR code. This string of
data is the data information contained in the barcode. In practical applications, we may not
only need the data information of the barcode, or the data information contained in the
barcode cannot meet your needs. For example, you may want to know which type of barcode
the obtained string of data information comes from, or what day the barcode information was
scanned, or you hope that after scanning a bar code, the text recording the bar code can
automatically wrap and enter, which may not be included in the data information of the bar
code.

Soldier300 supports advanced data editing mode, set the required output information by

writing a script, and click " " To get the script help document.

3.6.1 Prefix
Adding these contents during barcode production will inevitably increase the length of the
barcode and lack flexibility, which is not an advocated practice. At this point, we thought of
adding some content before or after the data information of the barcode, and these added
content can be changed in real time according to the needs, and you can choose to add or
shield it. This is the prefix and suffix of the barcode data information. This method meets the
requirements without modifying the content of the barcode information.

 Custom Prefix
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A custom prefix adds a user-defined string before decoding the information.

For example, it is allowed to add a custom prefix and set the prefix to the string "Ab". After
reading the barcode with the data "123", the scanner adds the "Ab" String before the "123" String,
and the host receives the "Ab123" String.

First open “Custom Prefix”, then read the hexadecimal value of each byte in the prefix string to
be set in sequence, and finally read "Save setup" To complete the custom prefix setup.

The total length of the custom prefix string cannot exceed 10 characters, and the character
value range is 0x00~0xff.

 Aim ID Prefix

Aim is the abbreviation of automatic identification manufacturers (automatic identification
manufacturers association). Aim id defines identification codes for various standard barcodes.
The barcode scanner can add this identification code to the barcode data after decoding,
that is, the aim prefix. Prefix format: "]" + aim prefix + number "0", for example, the aim id prefix
of Code 128 is "]c0".

3.6.2 Suffix
 Custom Suffix

The custom suffix is to add a user-defined string after decoding the information.

For example, it is allowed to add a custom suffix and set the suffix to the string "Ab". After
reading the barcode with the data of "123", the scanner adds the "Ab" String after the "123"
String, and the host receives the "123Ab"" String.

First open "Custom suffix", then read the hexadecimal value of each byte in the suffix string to
be set in sequence, and finally read "Save setup" To complete the custom suffix setup.

The total length of the custom suffix string cannot exceed 10 characters. The character value
range is 0x00~0xff.
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 Terminator Suffix

The terminator suffix is used to mark the end of a complete data message. The terminator
suffix exists independently and will not participate in any other form of data formatting; the
terminator suffix must be the last content of a piece of data when it is sent, and there will be
no additional data after that.

First open "Terminator suffix", then read the hexadecimal value of each byte in the suffix string
to be set in sequence, and finally read "Save setup" To complete the setup of the terminator
suffix.

The total length of the terminator suffix string cannot exceed 2 characters.

3.6.3 Data Formatter
You can use the data format editing function to change the output data of the scanner. For
example, you can use the data format editing feature to insert characters at specific positions
in barcode data.

Usually, when you scan a barcode, it is automatically output. However, when creating a data
format, the "Send" Command must be used in order for the data format editing function to
output data.

A total of four groups of data formats can be set, namely data format 0, data format 1, data
format 2 and data format 3. The four groups of data formats can be set in the “Data Format
Editor” below according to actual needs, and it can only be used after setting. The data format
includes the application range of the data format (such as barcode type, barcode length)
and data editing commands. When the barcode read does not match the data format used,
the barcode scanner emits an error tone (if "Non-Match Error Beep" Is enabled).

When editing the data format, the total length of all data format configurations is up to 2048
bytes.

The “Data Format Editor” function is disabled by default, and users need to enable this function
before using it. The data format can be added in two ways: One is to configure it through NSet
software, and the other is to read the setting barcode.

If the "Non-Match Error Beep" is enabled, the barcode scanner will emit an error beep when
reading barcodes that do not meet the data format requirements.
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3.6.4 Data Format Edit Case
1. Example 1 : Send the first 10 characters of the barcode content, followed by a carriage

return

Command string: F2100d

F2: "Send several characters" Command

10: The length of the characters sent (output from the current cursor position)

0d: Hexadecimal value of carriage return

Output result: 1234567890

<cr>

2. Example 2: Send all characters before "D" (excluding d) in the barcode content, and then
send a carriage return

Command string: F3440d

F3: "Send all characters before a character" Command

44: Hex value of d

0d: Hexadecimal value of carriage return

Output result: 1234567890abc

<cr>

3. Example 3: Replace 23 in barcode information with abcd
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Command string: Ba020232330441424344f100

Ba: "Replace string multiple times" Command

02: Number of replacements

02: String "23" Length

3233: The hex value of the string "23"

04: The length of the string "Abcd" (00 means no string after it)

41424344: Hexadecimal value of the string "Abcd"

F1: "Send all characters" Command

00: Hexadecimal value of the null character

Output: Cd1abcdabcabcdbc12ab232

4. Example 4: Search the letter "D" In the barcode information, send the letter "D" And the
following data, and finally send a carriage return

Command string: F844f10d

F8: "Search character forward" Command

44: Hexadecimal value of "D"

F1: "Send all characters" Command

0d: Hexadecimal value of carriage return

Output: Defghij

3.6.5 Barcode Additional Information Settings
Required in the output barcode data , including: Barcode Data, Barcode Number, Barcode
Coordinates, Decoded Time, etc.

The data separator can be customized between multiple content items, the default is " , ", as
shown below:

5123827: Barcode Data;

2: Barcode Number;

(756,650): Barcode Coordinates;
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154ms: decoded Time.
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4 Appendix

4.1 Control character correspondence table
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4.2 Control character correspondence table
(continued)
0x1b~0x1f in "Control character output control + ascii mode" In the above table corresponds to
the us keyboard layout. If it is the keyboard layout of other countries, please refer to the
following table:
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